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Open University of the Netherlands
Monday, November 18, 13
Smartphones worden  
vaak beschouwd als 
speelgoed 
niet geschikt voor leren
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Monday, November 18, 13
4camera + network
Monday, November 18, 13
5microphone + 
network







Monday, November 18, 13
Augmented Reality
=
camera + gps + accelerometer
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Monday, November 18, 13
Augmented Reality: Locatory
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Monday, November 18, 13
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Monday, November 18, 13
HUD versus Tricorder
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Monday, November 18, 13
ARLearn: gehoor
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Monday, November 18, 13
ARLearn case studies
• Firenze fieldtrip (context = locatie)
• UNHCR (context = sociaal)
• Streetlearn, augmented virtuality
• ELENA
• OBA amsterdam, thema tochten in de bibliotheek
• Het leren van de toekomst, Kennisnet
• ...
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Monday, November 18, 13
Cultural Science Fieldtrip in Florence
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Monday, November 18, 13
Hostage Simulation: Real World 
Training for critical situations
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Monday, November 18, 13
Roles / teams
Head of Office - Security Officer - Staff  Welfare
a role is performed by a small group with smartphone.
advance organizer for real drill
take decissions / collaborate
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Monday, November 18, 13
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Monday, November 18, 13
Milgram’s continuum
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Monday, November 18, 13
Streetlearn: ARLearn streetview client
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Monday, November 18, 13




Monday, November 18, 13
ARLearn games as 
open educational resources (OER)
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